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Introducing WebSphere Operational Decision Management

Situational 
Awareness

Contextual
Decisions

WebSphere 
ILOG BRMS

WebSphere 
Business Events

WebSphere Operational 
Decision Management 

Your business decisions. 
Delivered in real-time by technology. Made by your business experts.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KEY POINTS: Now that we have set the stage for Operational Decision Management, we are pleased to announce the IBM offering in this space.WebSphere Operational Decision Management is based on our market-leading ILOG business rules platform.We added business events capabilities to our business rules platform to enable time-based situational awareness to be used in conjunction with business rules.The offering enables organizations to capture the knowledge and expertise of their business experts and deliver the right decisions, based on that expertise, through a real-time automated system.SPEAKER SCRIPT: WebSphere Operational Decision Management is the evolution of IBM’s market leading business rules management system (BRMS). We have added the capabilities from WebSphere Business Events to provide a full-featured rules and events environment. The combination of business rules and business events enables companies to react to triggers that are detected in real-time, and apply business rules when those specified patterns of real-time events are detected.This offering contains all the capabilities of our BRMS (ILOG business rules), and all the capabilities of our business event processing (WebSphere Business Events). Many customers are looking at business rules projects, and may not be ready in the next project to add business events, which is fine. But the combination of the two creates a powerful mix that will enable organizations to maximize the value of their decision management projects.As we’ll talk about shortly, this offering enables organizations to capture the knowledge and expertise of their business experts and deliver the right decisions, based on that expertise, through a real-time automated system. Business rules and business events are both able to be authored and modified by business users in a business-friendly language. 
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Key Challenges Addressed by Decision Management

How can we rapidly respond to evolving market demands, 
competitive actions and regulatory requirements?

Adapt to rapid change

How can we ensure that business systems deliver the 
right interactions at the right time?

Act with precision and reliability

How can we simplify the visibility and 
governance of business decisions?

Align across business & IT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KEY POINTS: A Decision Management platform must be able to help organizations:Adapt to a rapidly changing business environmentAlign across multiple departments and lines-of-business, and between business and ITAct in real time, with a scalable, reliable, high-performance runtimeSPEAKER SCRIPT: How do organizations respond to a constantly changing set of market demands, competitive threats, and regulatory requirements? A Decision Management system must be able to help organizations keep pace with rapid, non-stop change. How do organizations make it easy to get visibility and governance into their automated decisions. A Decision Management system must make it possible to govern automated decisions in a way that business people will feel comfortable with. How do organizations ensure that the right decisions are made at the right times based on the right criteria? A Decision Management system must be scalable, reliable and must provide unwavering high performance.
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Benefits of WebSphere Operational Decision Management

Decision Externalization
Separate decisions from processes and 

applications to simplify visibility and reuse

Real-time Decision Automation
Execute real-time decisions precisely and reliably 

based on the context of specific interactions

Business User Empowerment
Enable business experts to author, improve and 

maintain decision logic in partnership with IT

Automating repeatable decisions for use across processes & applications
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What is a Business Decision ?    

Contextual Decisions
Application, Process, Service invokes a 
specific Decision, passing information to be 
processed by the rules,
The contextual rules process the information 
are form a result
Once complete the Decision passes a result 
back to the Application, Process or Service 
to take action on

Situational Decisions
Specific situations are defined in event rules 
looking for specific known sequences which 
should be correlated from a real-time stream 
of events.
When the known sequence of rules matches 
a specific sequence of events, then either

1.  This simple decision takes some 
immediate Action 

2.  A synchronous decision is invoked to 
do additional processing, prior to making a 
decision and taking some action.

Combination of contextual and/or time-based rule artifacts

Validation Decision
- Eligibility

Calculation Decision
- Pricing

Classification Decision
- Gold, Silver, Bronze

Occurrence of Decision
- If customer asks for 3 

quotes in 24 hours
then

provide 2% discount 
for immediate acceptance

Missing Events Decision
- If medical equipment event
is not receive every 1 hour
then send alert to medical staff
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Basic to cross validations

Derivations

Computation

Scoring

Rating

(etc.)
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Business Language for Rules and Events
A common framework for different types of business decisions

Time based reasoning

Missing events

Synthetic events

Dynamic context

Late-binding

(etc.)

Business Rule

IF
the age of driver is less than 25 and
the number of accidents of driver is at least 3
THEN
the driver is considered as a high risk driver

Business Event Rule

IF
the number of hits on this Web page in a five-minute 
period exceeds the daily average by more than 50%, 
THEN 
bring up a second Web server and notify the marketing 
department. 

Common Functionality Between Rules

Customizable vocabulary specific to your organization, industry, application (etc.)
Supports language localization
Integrates with external data sources (e.g. list of countries)
Drop down lists for customized domain data
Templates facilitate new rule and event creation
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Rule Designer
Event Designer

Decision Center 
Console

Rule Solutions 
for Office

Decision Center 
for Business Space

Design

Management

WebSphere Operational Decision Management

WebSphere Decision Center

Decision Artifacts
Versioning

Access and Control

Repository

Rule
Execution

Event
Execution

Decision
Monitoring Connectors

WebSphere Decision Server

Define

Deploy

Update

Measure

Visibility & 
Governance

WebSphere Operational 
Decision Management Components

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KEY POINTS:Dedicated environments for business and IT people through dedicated GUIs and toolsSimplified product structure with 2 main components, WebSphere Decision Center and WebSphere Decision ServerAlignment with BPM concepts and methodologiesSPEAKER SCRIPT:WODM is composed of two main components. WebSphere Decision Center, dedicated to business users (without the need for IT skills), and WebSphere Decision Server, dedicated to IT users. WebSphere Decision Center provides a convenient working environment for business people to collaborate, share and manage their business policies in a secured environment. Operational decision projects are then stored in a centralized repository where releases can be versioned and accessed in a secured way. Decision Center also comes with various user interfaces, starting with the web console providing a full set of management capabilities including testing and simulations, or using Microsoft Office documents, or through a customized web front end using the Business Space.WebSphere Decision Server is the environment designed for IT users to design, implement, integrate, prepare and deploy operational business decision-based applications. Decision Server’s integrated rules and events designers, both being specific Eclipse plug-ins provide dedicated design perspectives for business rules and business events. Decision Server is also the execution environment for the business rules and business events policies.The product architecture is well aligned with IBM Business Process Manager, providing a complete set of tool and interfaces to manage the entire operational decision lifecycle in a transparent way and with an increased governance throughout the decision life cycle. 
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WebSphere Decision Center

WebSphere Decision Server

WebSphere Operational Decision Management

SynchronizeSynchronize

Deploy Deploy

Deploy
Deploy

Event Execution 
Runtime

Event Designer

Decision Center Console

Decision Center  
Repository

Decision Center 
for Business Space

Rule Execution 
Server

Rule Designer

Relations between components

Ruledocs

Rule Solutions
for Office
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WebSphere Operational Decision Management

Leverage a wide range of platforms to meet the varying needs of 
enterprise architectures

Runtime support

IBM WebSphere Decision Server

Windows AIX Linux z/OS

IBM WebSphere Decision Center
(Windows, AIX, Linux, z/OS)

Repository

Multiple 
z/OS 
deployment 
options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KEY POINTS:Decision Center can be deployed on any OS and can be a different OS than Decision ServerDecision Server on z/OS offers multiple deployment options both with and without a WebSphere Application Server baseSPEAKER SCRIPT:WODM provides a wide range of platforms so customers can choose a topology to meet their current needs as well as plan for future growth.Decision Center provides an integrated repository and management components for line-of-business subject matter experts to directly participate in the governance of decision logic. Through the capabilities of WebSphere Decision Center, business and IT functions can work collaboratively, aligning the entire organization in the implementation of automated decisions and accelerating the maintenance lifecycle as they evolve based on new external and internal requirements.The Decision Center can reside on a different platform than the Decision Server.  Decision Server provides the runtime components to automate decision logic on mainframe systems, enabling the response of precise decisions based on the specific context of an interaction. With WebSphere Decision Server, data can be processed against hundreds or even thousands of business rules in order to determine how to respond within both front-end and back-end systems.Decision Server on z/OS offers multiple deployment options, allowing the customer to choose the option that is most efficient for the given situation and “fits in” with the current architecture.  The next slide discusses these deployment options.
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• Decisions can be invoked from existing CICS and batch applications

• Runtime support for COBOL data types

• Flexible runtime deployment to fit any System z environment: 
Deployed on WebSphere Application Server for z/OS 
Deployed standalone to z/OS 
Deployed in CICS TS 4.x JVMServer environment

;

z/OS

WebSphere 
Application 

Server for z/OS

zEvents
Execution

zRule Execution 
Server

CICS TS v4.x

WebSphere
Decision Server for z/OS

zRule Execution 
Server 

(Standalone)

zRule Execution 
Server

(on CICS)

Operational Decision Management on System z
Runtime Options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KEY POINTS:When it comes to deployment, WebSphere Operational Decision Management for z/OS does not impose a rigid architectural or technical choice, but instead provides a set of options to take advantage of, depending upon strategy and architectural preferences.SPEAKER SCRIPTThis solution provides three options in WebSphere Decision Server for z/OS for deploying business rules on System z, all of them providing the following values:Reduced risk, disruption, cost and time to implement changeBetter visibility and maintainability of decision logicImproved decision logic reuse across applicationsOption 1: Rule Execution Server on WAS for z/OS.  This option brings the full power of IBM WebSphere Application Server for z/OS to the rule execution on z/OS. Full high availability and scalability are provided by the underlying application server, and the full suite of decision management services is available. Because of the new ability to consume COBOL data structures directly, the Rule Execution Server environment can be easily integrated with existing COBOL applications through the use of technologies such as the WebSphere Optimized Local Adapter or WebSphere MQ.Option 2: zRule Execution Server for z/OS.  This option provides more local integration with existing COBOL applications. A supplied COBOL stub program provides an interface that can call COBOL directly into the rule execution. This rule execution environment provides COBOL applications with access to the full rule-authoring constructs through two available runtime options:Stand Alone mode provides a rule execution address space that can be invoked from existing COBOL applications by way of the supplied callable stubIn IBM CICS® Transaction Server for z/OS V4.1 and V4.2, an optimized local execution option uses the new Java Virtual Machine (JVM) server environment to allow execution within the CICS region
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Decision Center Repository

• Decision artifacts are 
stored in projects

– Event projects
– Rule projects

• Event projects & rule 
projects are 
independent from each 
other 

• Concepts are identical
– Access restriction
– Navigation
– Sharing

Events Projects

•Events
•Actions
•Filters
•Business Objects
•Event Rules
•Flows
•Charts
•….

The collaborative work component

Rules Projects

•Business Rules
•Decision Tables
•Decision Trees
•Ruleflow
•Business Object Model
•Rule Templates
•…

Decision Center 
Repository



BPM and WODM
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Operational Decision Management and BPM

Process Management

• Defines and orchestrates the end-to-end 
process

• Combines automation with user 
interaction

• Is fundamentally concerned with 
operational efficiency of the 
organization

13

Two-Pronged Approach to Process Improvement

Operational Decision Management

• Defines and executes specific decision 
points in processes and applications

• Is focused on automating and improving 
decisions

• Is fundamentally concerned with the 
operational intelligence of the organization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IBM's vision is to allow customers to create more agile and dynamic processes today, that serve as the foundation for greater innovation in the future. A central piece of this vision is to improve the alignment between business architecture and IT infrastructure, and keep this alignment flexible and continuous to adapt to changing business needs.  This in turn enables business agility, and allows processes to be continually improved over time.  It is important, though, to understand the unique value that different technologies bring to enable agility, specifically Business Process Management and Business Rules Management.  There are real synergies between the two, which is clearly identified in this slide.BPM is here to orchestrate the various tasks / actors / services that comprise the end-to-end business of the organizations whereas the BRMS is here to manage automated decisions at specific points in the process. In most of the cases, BRMS is exposed to BPM through web services that are invoked by the process to make a decision that has direct influence on how the business operates. BRMS is not just a technology to do simple routing rules inside a business process, but is instead used to automate complex, highly-variable decisions that take place at different points in a process, as well as in other systems that may not be involved in orchestrated processes.
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Process-specific SLA / Escalation rules

Process-specific decision table

Externalizing decisions for the right types of rules

Business Process Management

WebSphere Operational
Decision Management Event rules to kick 

off a business 
process

Eligibility and Credit Risk 
Business Rules
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Identifying the right type of rules

Rules and Decisions Rule / Decision Examples
Where are 

Rules 
Defined?

Right Tool

Process Flow / Task 
Assignment Rules

Assign loan review task to the Underwriter 
with the lowest number of tasks-in-queue.

Process 
specific BPM

Process Monitoring 
(SLA) Rules

Trigger notification / process when 
“Response Time” KPI for Final Approval 
task exceeds maximum threshold value.

Process 
specific BPM

Contextual Decisions 
with Business Rules

•Validation
• Classification, 

Calculation 
•Enrichment

•Scoring

Validation, Eligibility and Payment 
calculation decisions for insurance claims
Eligibility & Pricing Decisions in Offer 
based processes

Externalized
from process

WODM 
Action Rules

Situational Decisions 
with Event Rules

- Patterns to trigger 
process

Event pattern:  Identify Situation for 
Potential Fraud and Invoke Fraud 
processing

Event-stream 
specific

WODM 
Event Rules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One size does not fit all.
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Simple discovery and integration of Decision Services deployed on 
WebSphere Operational Decision Management directly within Process 
Designer

Reuse Business Decisions in Business Processes
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Integrated Process & Rules Management from IBM
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– Powerful decision automation – designed to scale, supporting evaluation of very large rule sets
– Simplified rule maintenance – can be done simply using web or Microsoft Office, independently of 

client applications
– Built-in usage tracking and reporting enables better management of evolving rule sets

– Simplicity & sophistication – user experience allows business users to engage more fully in 
process design and improvement

– Lower implementation cost, effort, and risk – than other BPM alternatives
– Built-in Performance Data Warehouse, Optimizer – for automatic tracking, analysis, and 

optimization of process applications
– Designed to scale easily to multi-project, multi-version enterprise BPM programs

Comprehensive platform for rapid development 
and management of business process 
applications

Enterprise Operational Decision Management 
that supports management and sharing of 
strategic rules and business policies across 
applications

IBM Business Process Manager

WebSphere Operational 
Decision Management

IBM Business Process Manager + WebSphere Operational Decision Management provide a 
scalable enterprise platform for smarter, simpler, faster process improvement.
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